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New Book "Bar Studies Inspiration" Helps Law Students Overcome Bar
Exam Anxiety

Author Ida Tyree-Hyche shares her inspirations to help others

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- The bar exam signals the end of three years of school and
the beginning of a career accompanied by all those hefty student loans. The weight behind the test creates so
much stress that often times students become panicked and unfocused.

Ida Tyree-Hyche failed the bar exam the first time she took it, yet now she is a successful lawyer who owns and
operates her own firm. Her new book Bar Studies Inspiration tells how she did it.

Bar Studies Inspiration is a collection of Christian devotions she followed to help her survive the marathon
study for the bar exam and give her an extra boost of success.

“First we need to realize that failing a test does not mean we are dumb or failures in a life” said Ida “There are
mitigating factors to any test such as stress or a lack of focus, which this book will help reduce.”

Bar Studies Inspiration is a day-to-day guide for overcoming the fear of the bar exam so that students can truly
test their knowledge and not their nerves.

Bar Studies Inspirations: Daily Christian Devotions for Bar Marathon from Start to Finish
By: Ida Tyree-Hyche
Retail price: $11.99
Available at amazon.com.

About the author
Ida Tyree-Hyche started her professional life with a career in human resources management. After retiring as an
army reserve officer she decided to start her second career in law. Now she is a practicing lawyer at her own
firm, Tyree Hyche Legal, LLC. She also serves as the international editor for a global Christian missionary
magazine.
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Contact Information
Spencer Hotz
Bohlsen Group
317-602-7137

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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